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Abstract. In the work the methods of forming recommendations to user are an-

alyzed, an overview of existing recommender systems is implemented. The ob-

ject of research is the process of providing relevant recommendations for the se-

lection of films to the user. The subject of research is the methods and means of 

providing relevant film recommendations according to needs of user. An algo-

rithm for forming films recommendations based on collaborative filtration has 

been improved. Practical result of work is developed recommender system for 

selecting film based on the proposed algorithm as web-application form. It is 

recommended that the system be used for data collection about preferences of 

different people in the selection of films and provide appropriate relevant rec-

ommendations. In further research in this area, it is advisable to improve the 

way to store movie data and replace the ranking algorithm of movies based on 

reviews, grounded on such algorithm that takes into attention the qualitative and 

quantitative characteristics of reviews. 
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Technology, Search Metrics, E-Commerce, NLP, Recommender System, Rec-

ommendations, Collaborative Filtering, Content Filtering, Web Application. 

1 Introduction 

Amount of information worldwide is growing at a rapid rate over a considerable peri-

od. People daily acquire and filter the incoming stream of information coming from 

different sources: work, social networks, e-mail, online cinemas, popular sources of 

information, etc. After invention of the Internet, amount of such information has 

grown rapidly, a large number of services have appeared to provide users with every-

thing they need for a comfortable life. In recent years, Internet services that offer 

products of all possible types (online stores), information for everything (Internet 

magazines, films, news, forums, books, serials, articles) and so on have become very 

popular. Its became extremely difficult for a user to navigate in movie catalogs and 

serials, even with built-in search and filtering, since it's very difficult to make a choice 
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with such a large amount of information. The World Wide Web allows you to collect 

conveniently information about the preferences of users of online sources. The World 

Wide Web has a large number of search engines, directories, ratings and file sharing 

systems, so the amount of content is constantly increasing, as the each site or service 

provides information that, in the process of its operating, generates even more vol-

umes of information. The main, but not the only task of recommender services is to 

help the user of content to navigate in the search results. Generally, recommendations 

for films from various online services of the existing recommender systems are not 

always relevant to users, as often based on unproductive and archaic algorithms. 

There are many problems with creating a prediction system for movie recommenda-

tions. Therefore, it is very interesting to see, how the different approaches to creating 

recommender systems solve these problems and improve the quality of the recom-

mendations. The topic of scientific work is relevant in Ukraine, since there are no 

proper services on the Internet to provide relevant film recommendations in Ukraini-

an. The purpose of current scientific work is: 

 An analysis of the existing film recommender systems,  

 Research of recommendation algorithms and identification of their advantages and 

disadvantages,  

 Development of algorithms for the formation of recommendations on the basis of 

collaborative filtration,  

 Description of the operating principles of the recommender system for the selec-

tion of films,  

 Practical implementation of the information recommender system for selection 

relevant films according to needs of user based on the developed algorithm. 

2 Analysis of the Methods of Forming Recommendations in 

Recommender Systems 

Nowadays, with growing of a large number of diverse goods and services, it is in-

creasingly difficult to make a choice. There are new labor products that must find 

their buyer. Recommender Systems (RS) are software tools that try to predict which 

objects (movies, music, books, etc.) will be interesting to user if there is some infor-

mation about his preferences [1-9]. Recommender system is a system that recom-

mends goods to users among a huge stream of information, depending on their needs. 

Goods are elements of a specific service to which the user has an interest: films, res-

taurants, books, articles, etc. User interests can be represented in several ways: using 

ratings that users provide to products or with the keywords of each product [10-17]. 

Recommender systems change the way websites, software applications interact with 

their users. Instead of providing static information, when users search and possibly 

buy products, recommender systems increase the level of interactivity, expanding the 

capabilities presented to user. Recommender systems form recommendations for each 

client based on the history of his purchases or searches, and on the behavior of other 

users. Most f large-scale commercial and social websites offer their users a variety of 

suggestions, such as products for future study or people to whom it is appropriate to 



 

refer. Recommender mechanisms sort large volumes of data to identify potential us-

ers' preferences [19-28]. To maintain user preferences for products, RS use user pro-

files. In most RS, the user profile contains sets of ratings and / or keywords (tags). 

Rates provided by users to goods may belong to different ranges (0-1, 1-5, 1-10): the 

higher the rating, the more specific product liked the user. After each evaluation, all 

user ratings are aggregating through a number of calculations, measuring the similari-

ty of users, and then predict recommendations for this user. Keywords are automati-

cally loading from texts or goods that users viewed or evaluated in the past. They can 

also be important depending on how the user has evaluated a particular word. More 

words that are meaningful will be more important than less significant (TF-IDF algo-

rithm). After that, the texts (goods) are mapping to the user profile and the most ap-

propriate ones are recommended [29-36]. Ratings can be explicit and implicit. An 

explicit rating is an estimate by which the user showed interest in that product within 

its own rating system. Implicit ratings are calculating from the purchase history or 

user behavior. Their advantages include the reduction of the load on the user's valua-

tion of goods. The source of implicit ratings may be the time spent reading an article, 

the reference to the product in other sources (for example, the algorithm for ranking 

the pages of the Google search engine). Other indicators of the review behavior, such 

as cursor movement, keyboard input and page scrolling speed, were explored also as 

implicit indicators of interest and demonstrated good results [37-45]. The general 

architecture of the recommender system (Fig. 1) can be represented as follows: 

1. Background data is system information about the products of service, which is 

usually collects in the background [46-54]. 

2. Input data is the information the user enters into the system to get recommenda-

tions [55-63]. 

3. The recommender algorithm is an algorithm that combines system information and 

input data to obtain recommendations [64-73]. 

Such systems as reference data use the user profiles, and as inputs - user actions 

(product evaluation, time spent on a page, etc.) (Fig. 1) [2, 74-78]. 

 

Fig. 1. Basic architecture of recommender system 

There are four main types of recommender systems [3, 79-85]: content-based; collab-

orative; knowledge-based; hybrid. Most of recommender systems use one of two 



basic approaches: collaborative filtering or content filtering. There is also a class of 

approaches based on the combination of these two basic - hybrid filtering. 

Below are the general steps to formulate recommendations (Fig. 2) [3]: 

1. Preprocessing, which includes finding data similarity, sampling, dimension of data; 

2. Data analysis that includes classification and clustering of data; 

3. Presentation of results. 

The introduction of recommender systems expands the ability to interact with clients 

in various subject areas. The application of recommender systems leads to increasing 

sales of goods, sales expansion of more diverse objects, increase user loyalty; better 

understanding of user’s needs and wishes. Consider the main types of recommender 

systems [86-89]. 

 

Fig. 2. General steps to formulate recommendations 

2.1 Methods of content-based filtration 

Recommender content filtering systems build internal links between objects that are 

liable to recommendation. Content-based filtration generates a recommendation based 

on objects rated by the user in the past. For example, if a user bought a book for guitar 

playing in a bookstore, than other popular books for self-study or the same author's 

book would automatically be offered to him [4]. 

The main steps in the recommended content filtering system: analyze the content 

of objects; form a set of its criteria’s (genres, tags, words). Find out what criteria a 

user likes, compare these data, and get recommendations. Criteria’s combine users 

and objects in one coordinate system - if the user's point and object are nearby, the 

user probably become interested in that object [4]. This approach can use retrospec-

tive information about view. For example, if any catering customer orders meals ex-

clusively without meat content, the content filtering can use this retrospective infor-

mation to identify similar dishes and recommend them to this customer. 

The advantages of this approach are [4]: 
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 Independence from other users: the recommendations are formed on the basis of a 

particular user, and do not take into account the information about the preferences 

of other clients of the system; 

 Transparence; 

 Simplicity of adding new objects; 

 Minimum information: only user and object data is required to get recommenda-

tions. 

The disadvantages of the content-based filter approach are: 

 Limited features of the content analyzer; 

 Recommendations for new areas; 

 Lack of data for new users. 

2.2 Methods of collaborative filtering 

Collaborative filtering systems formulate recommendations based on customer behav-

ior information in the past, such as purchases or ratings. This approach can be built 

exceptionally on the basis of the behavior of this user or taking into attention the be-

havior of other users with similar characteristics that is more effective [4]. If, the col-

laborative filtering takes into account the behavior of other users, it uses group 

knowledge to formulate recommendations based on the similarity of users. 

For example, during creation of a web blog that requires a recommender system 

based on information from many users that subscribe and read the blogs, these users 

can be grouped according to their interests. You can combine into one group the users 

who read several identical blogs and by this information identify the most popular 

blogs among them. The specific user from this group will be recommended the most 

popular blogs among those he have not been subscribed yet [5]. 

At first, an analysis of the information of a particular user and other clients of the 

system is conducted in order to identify the similarity of the characteristics. The result 

of the analyzer is "neighbors" - a group of users with similar preferences. Based on 

objects liked by "neighbors", recommendations for this client are formed. 

There are a number of collaborative filtering algorithms (Fig. 3). 

 Memory-based - methods that are based on an analysis of existing user ratings. 

 Methods based on the analysis of the data model - Model-based methods. 

 Methods based on the combination of previous algorithms - Hybrid methods. 

Methods of closest neighbors are divided by the similarity analysis: User-based and 

Item based. The goal of both directions is to allocate similar objects to groups based 

on the matrix of evaluations. In the case of User-based, the similarity of users that 

previous ratings is similar to current user is determined, and estimates from other 

users are used to predict the preferences of this user. Another approach, Item based 

(based on the similarity of the elements), is used by Amazon.com. Instead of using the 

similarity between the behaviors of user estimates for the prediction, it uses the simi-

larity between estimates of the model of elements. Usually, if two elements have the 



same user ratings, they are similar, and users are probably having similar preferences 

for such items [6]. 

The following approaches can be used to determine the similarity between users or 

objects: 

 Distance of Euclid, Hamming; 

 Pearson correlation; 

 Spearman rank correlation; 

 Jacquard coefficient; 

 Cosine similarity. 
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Fig. 3. Classification of collaborative filtration methods 



 

Collaborative filtering based on the similarity of users has a high accuracy. However, 

the disadvantage of this approach is high resource intensities (memory requirements) 

and complexity (the number of computations required to obtain a recommendation). 

In addition, the calculation of similarity measure can be deducted only in real time, 

since the current transaction data is only available now of the calculating recommen-

dation. Therefore, this approach can be applied to relatively small databases [7]. In 

the item-based similarity algorithm, the measure of intimacy of an element to all oth-

ers can be calculated in a separate mode according to the schedule, as the rating vec-

tors of all elements are available up to the moment of forming the recommendation. 

Thus, this algorithm is more effective in terms of time of forming recommendations, 

thanks to the possibility of a separate preprocessing of data. 

The information area for collaborative filtering systems consists of users who liked 

different objects. Preference (estimate) is often gives in the form of a triplet (user, 

object, score). These estimates may take on different forms, which, on their part, de-

pend on the subject matter of the recommender system applying. Collaborative filter-

ing - the most popular type of algorithms today for creating recommender systems. 

The main advantages of this approach for forming of recommendations are [4]: 

 Simplicity and speed of algorithms (K-based, etc.); 

 Simplicity of explanation; 

 Stability. 

The main disadvantages of collaborative filtering are the unresolved “cold start” prob-

lems - the lack of data on recently introduced users, the "fraud", the scarcity of the 

matrix of estimates (sometimes impossible to predict) that complicates the forming of 

recommendations. 

2.3 Hybrid methods of forming recommendations 

Hybrid approaches combine different recommender mechanisms. This increases the 

accuracy of recommendations and increases the complexity of recommender systems. 

The most common combination is a joining the results of collaborative and content 

filtering. A hybrid approach may be useful if the application of collaborative filtration 

begins with a significant data thinner. The hybrid approach allows you first to weigh 

the results according to the content filtering, and then shift those weights toward col-

laborative filtering (depending on the degree of “ripeness” of the available dataset for 

a particular user) [8]. An example of a hybrid recommender system is Netflix, which 

combines 27 recommendation algorithms [9]. The application of hybrid methods to 

forming recommendations increases the complexity, and the cost of the system. The 

successful creation and implementation of the hybrid algorithm requires a team of 

experienced developers who have a number of professional skills. 

2.4 An analysis of known problem solving tools  

MovieLens is an American recommender web system that uses collaborative filtering 

and other algorithms for movie recommendations. The system was created at the Uni-

versity of Minnesota for research purposes. The service offers the user to choose the 

favorite genres and movies, and then tries to predict the ratings of popular films and 



novelties for current user that must correct them on his side. After this, the service 

provides the user with appropriate recommendations. 

MovieLens builds its recommendations on materials provided by site users, includ-

ing movie ratings. Now the service has more than 20 million estimates [10]. The site 

uses various algorithms for recommendations, including collaborative filtering algo-

rithms such as item-item, user-user, and SVD. In addition to solving the "cold start" 

problem for new users, MovieLens uses methods to collect information about the 

benefits of users. The system asks new users to rate how much they like to watch 

different movie groups (for example, movies with black humor or romantic come-

dies). The preferences recorded with this poll allow the system to make initial rec-

ommendations even before the user has evaluated a large number of movies on the 

site. For each user, MovieLens predicts how he will rate any movie on the site. Based 

on these predicted ratings, the system recommends movies that are likely to be highly 

rated by the user. However, the MovieLens rating approach is not always effective. 

Researchers have found that over 20% of the films listed in the system have so few 

estimates that recommendation algorithms cannot make accurate predictions about 

whether users will like these films or not [10]. In addition to the recommendations, 

MovieLens also provides information about individual movies, such as the list of 

actors and directors of each movie. The advantage of MovieLens is the fine-tune-up 

of finding movies that are similar to those you prefer. You can reduce or increase the 

proposed criteria, or set your own. The disadvantage of MovieLens is the lack of 

movie description in Ukrainian. Therefore, those who do not know the English, the 

details will need to be specified apart. 

Megogo is a Ukrainian video service that allows legally to view licensed movies 

online at Full HD (1080p), changing the language of audio tracks and subtitles. There 

is also a possibility to watch popular television channels. Besides the general options 

for choosing a movie: year, genre and country, the service offers smart recommenda-

tions based on preferences (at least five films must be rated) and thematic collections. 

Lack of resource is not sufficiently relevant recommendations. Advantages are a sim-

ple and friendly interface in Ukrainian and availability ofspecial section with thou-

sands of films for hearing impaired people [11]. 

3 Software to Solve the Problem 

3.1 Choice and justification of problem solving software 

After analyzing such systems, it was decided to implement the system as a web appli-

cation. To implement the server part of the application, you could choose the follow-

ing programming languages, such as Python or Ruby. However, it was decided to use 

the programming language R-language, which is a powerful data analysis environ-

ment, and it is most suitable for bulk statistical computing and data visualization, 

which is an important factor in the development of recommender systems, as the 

movie databases and their ratings are very large in scope and require to be analyzed. 



 

3.2 Specifications of selected software development tools 

Several graphical interfaces and development environments can be used to implement 

the project. There are following among them: RStudio, RKward, RapidMiner R, Java 

Gui for R (JGR), Deducer, Rattle GUI, R Commander, R Development Tools (Visual 

Studio), StatET (Eclipse), etc. 

RStudio [13] is a free integrated development environment (IDE) for R-language. 

Thanks to its features, this software product is actively developing and provides Jo-

seph Allayre, the creator of ColdFusion (programming language), launched conven-

ient work with R. RStudio. Chief Scientist at RStudio is Hadley Wicham. RStudio is 

available in the following versions: RStudio Desktop and RStudio Server. In Desktop 

version, the program can be compared to ordinary applications. The Server also pro-

vides access to RStudio that runs on a remote Linux server using the web interface. 

Desktop version distributions are available for Windows, GNU Linux, and OS X. 

RStudio is available in two editions - free and commercial. It is capable of running on 

computers (Windows, Linux, and OS X) or in any browser that is connected to RStu-

dio Server version or RStudio Server Pro version (Ubuntu, Debian, Red Hat Linux, 

CentOS, SLES and openSUSE). ) [13]. RStudio was written using the C ++ language 

and the Qt framework for the UI (user interface). RStudio began developing in De-

cember 2010. For the first time, the public beta-version was announced at the official 

level in February 2011. Version 1.0 was released on November 1, 2016. 

RStudio IDE was chosen to develop the whole system, as for today it is the most 

optimized for the development of R-applications. RStudio allows you to install quick-

ly any packages from CRAN with one command in the console. An important argu-

ment in favor of RStudio is the ability of quick download of local version of the 

Shiny-app to the server using only one button in the interface that highly simplifies 

the upgrade to a newer version [13]. A free subscription to shinyapps.io has been 

selected to expand the web application, which includes up to five active applications 

at a time and 25 active hours per month for each application. This service has an in-

formative dashboard with current information about using the web application. 

4 Description of the created software 

As a result of practical part of the work, the system was developed as a web-based 

application "VikToFilm" - a recommender system of films based on the User-based 

Collaborative Filtering algorithm. The entire “back end” is written in the program-

ming R-language of version 3.4.0, and the client part, the “front end”, is created using 

the Bootstrap 3.3.6 and the Shiny 1.0.2 framework. As this system is a web applica-

tion developed in the programming R-language using the Shiny framework, the soft-

ware necessary for its operation is shin yapps web server [14] with the application 

expanded on it. The Shiny service works in a cloud on servers owned by RStudio 

Corporation. Each application is autonomous and works with any data downloaded 

with the application or data extracted from third-party data stores such as databases or 

web services. In order to expand the application on the Shiny Web servers, you need a 

locally installed language development environment R version 3.2 or higher, such as 

RStudio IDE. To install and use RStudio IDE version 1.0.136, any computer running 



Linux/Unix, Windows, or Mac OS X with at least 1 gigabytes of RAM and a 2 GHz 

processor can be used. You also need to have CRAN installed - an archive of network 

packets for the programming R-language, an R-packet reconnect for connecting to 

Shiny servers and expanding the project to them. In addition, you must create a 

shinyapps.io user account to manage the server part of the web application. The creat-

ed system solves the tasks related to the prediction of film recommendations, the 

choice of films, which will be relevant to each individual user based on his prefer-

ences. This system is recommended for collecting user preferences during movies 

selection and providing appropriate relevant recommendations. The algorithm of the 

program can also be adapted for the recommendations of series, music, books, restau-

rants, etc. The application is based on the collaborative filtration algorithm. The basic 

idea of CFR (Collaborative Filtering Recommender) is that, if two users had the same 

interests in the past, for example, they prefer the same movie, and then these users 

will have similar flavors in the future. If, for example, user A and user B have a simi-

lar story of movie views and user A recently reviewed and highly rated the movie that 

user B has not seen, then this movie will be offered to user B. The joint filtering ap-

proach takes into account only the user's preferences and does not take into attention 

the features of objects (for example, movies) to determine the recommendations. In 

the designed project, in order to recommend films, it was decided to use the user pref-

erences during film selection. Data for processing was taken from MovieLens [15]. 

Here the films are rated by 5-point scale. In order not to overload the system with 

large calculations, the project used the smallest available version (ml-latest-small.zip), 

which at the time of loading contained 100 004 ratings and 1 296 keywords for 9 125 

films. The 671 user between January 9, 1995 and October 16, 2016 created this data. 

This dataset was created on October 17, 2016. Users were chosen randomly. All 

selected users have already rated at least 20 films. The processing data is contained in 

four files: links.csv, movies.csv, ratings.csv and tags.csv. The created system uses 

only movies.csv and ratings.csv files to build its own system of recommendations. In 

CSV-files, the fields are separated by comma and new line character. 

The process of data preparation consists of the following steps: 

1. Select relevant data. 

2. Normalize data. 

3. Convert data into binary format. 

In order to select the most relevant data, the minimum number of users who rated the 

movie as 50 and the minimum number of movie views as 50 (Fig. 4) was determined. 

 

Fig. 4. Minimum number of relevant users and movies 

Such sample of the most relevant data contains 421 user and 444 movies (compared 

to the previous 671 user and 9066 movies in the general data set). Using the same 

approach as before, the top 2 percent of users and movies in the new matrix of the 

most relevant data were visualized (Fig. 5-6). 



 

 

Fig. 5. Heat map of the best users and movies 

 

Fig. 6. Distribution of the average rating for each user 

On the heat map some lines are darker than others. This may mean that individual 

users give higher ratings to all movies. The distribution of the average rating for each 

user in comparison with others is very variable, as shown in Fig. 6. Users who only 

give high (or only low) ratings to all viewed movies can spoil the results. To avoid 

this, the data was normalized so that the average score of each user was zero. For 

quick checking, an average rating of each user was calculated equal to zero (Fig.7). 



 
Fig. 7. Data normalization 

The next step is to visualize a normalized matrix for top films. As the data is continu-

ous, the heatmap is in color tones (Fig. 8). 

 

Fig. 8. Heatmap of normalized the best users and movies 

In Fig. 8 depicts several lines that appear to be more bluish or redder. The reason is 

that only the best movies were visualized. The average rating is zero for each user. 

Some recommendation models work on binary data, so it will be useful to convert 

the data to a binary format, that is, to define a table that contains only 0 and 1. Missed 

values or poor rates can be considered as zero. In this case, it is expedient: 

 Define a matrix that has a value or one, if the user evaluated the movie, or 0, oth-

erwise. In the last case, rating information is lost. 

 Define a matrix with one, if the score is higher or equal to a certain threshold (for 

example, 3), and zero otherwise. In this case, giving bad rate to movie means not to 

appreciate it at all. 

The expediency of choosing one or another method depends on the context. Using 

two different approaches, two matrices were determined, and a 5 percent part of each 

of the binary matrices was visualized. In the first version, it is necessary to determine 

a matrix, whose cells are equal to one, if the film was reviewed. In the second version, 

you need to determine matrix, whose cells are equal to one, if the cell has a rating 

above the threshold value. 

The following user-based approach was used. According to this approach, the new 

user is looking for similar users. The movies that these users rated high are recom-

mended to the new user [16]. For each new user, the following steps are performed: 

1. Determination of the degree of similarity of each user-neighbor to the new one. As 

in the IBCF, the cosine factor or Pearson correlation coefficient is used. 

2. Determination of the most similar users. Options: 

 Using top k users (k nearest neighbors). 

 Using users whose similarity is higher than a certain threshold. 



 

3. Evaluation of movies according to the rating given by the most similar users. Final 

rating is an average rating among similar users. Use the following approaches: 

 Average rating. 

 Weighted average rating, using similarity as weights. 

4. Getting the Most Relevant Movies. 

At first, check the default settings for the UBCF model. Here n is the number of simi-

lar users. The similarity function by default uses cosine coefficient - cosine. There-

fore, it is worth building a model using standard settings and a training set of data. As 

with IBCF, ten best recommendations have been identified for each new user. The 

matrix above (Fig. 9) contains the movieId of each recommended movie (rows) for 

the first four users (columns) of the entire dataset. 

 

Fig. 9. Matrix with recommendations for the first 4 users (UBCF) 

It was also calculated, how many times each film is recommended and the corre-

sponding frequency histogram is constructed (Fig. 10): 

 

Fig. 10. Quantity distribution of movies for UBCF 

Compared to IBCF, the distribution has a longer tail. This means that some movies 

are recommended more often than others. The maximum is more than 30, compared 

to 10 for the IBCF. The following recommended films were received (Fig. 11): 



 

Fig. 11.The most relevant movies according to UBCF algorithm  

Comparing UBCF results with IBCF, you can find useful information about these 

algorithms. UBCF must have access to the initial data and keep the entire set of in-

formation in memory that often complicates work with a large matrix of ratings. In 

addition, building matrix of similarity requires a lot of computing power and time. 

However, UBCF accuracy is better than IBCF, and UBCF is a good choice if the data 

set is not very big [17]. The “VikToFilm” web application is a recommender system 

based on UBFC (User-based Collaborative Filtering) algorithm. The user interface 

was created the Shiny framework (Fig. 12). The server logic of the web application is 

described in the file "server.R", the logic of the user interface is described in the file 

"ui.R". As this web, application is cross-browser and multi-platform, it can be used 

from any device that has a browser and access into Internet (Fig. 13). You can access 

the application from any device with a browser and access to the Internet. The en-

trance points in the web application are its main page. The input data of program are a 

movie and rating database contained in movies.csv and ratings.csv. In order to devel-

op a friendly web-application interface, the input data were simplified to select three 

genres and three films of the appropriate genres. The source data is a list of the ten 

most relevant movies for the user. 

 

Fig. 12.Interface of main page of web application 



 

 

Fig. 13. An example of web application working on an Android device 

To verify the performance of the developed web application and accordance of sys-

tem functioning results to task, the control example was conducted (Fig. 14-15). 

 

Fig. 14. Condition of the system at the beginning of work 



 

Fig. 15.Condition of the system at the end of work 

As seen on the figures above (Fig. 14-15), the system works and provides rather rele-

vant recommendations for selecting films. 

5 User`s Manual 

Web application "VikToFilm" is a recommender system of films based on UBCF 

(User-based Collaborative Filtering) algorithm. It is recommended to use the created 

system to collect information about the preferences of different people in the selection 

of films and provide relevant daily recommendations. The web app is designed to 

give you recommendations for choosing movies. Since the web application you creat-

ed is cross-browser and multi-platform, you can use it from any browser with Internet 

access. The input data of program are a movie and rating database contained in mov-

ies.csv and ratings.csv. In order to develop a friendly web-application interface, the 

input data were simplified to select three genres and three films of the appropriate 

genres. The output data is a list of the ten most relevant movies for the user. 

The web application can generate the following messages: 

 «No results. Sorry, there is not enough information in our database about the mov-

ies you have selected. Try to select different movies you like. "- This means that 

the system lacks data to provide recommendations for selected movies, and you 

need to select other movies to get relevant recommendations. 

 "Titles:" - list of names and years of screening of ten films, which, in the opinion 

of the system, are most relevant according to the input data. 

During the development of system, the following environments and programming 

languages were used: 



 

 programming language R version 3.4.0; 

 JavaScript language; 

 jQuery library; 

 SockJS library; 

 HTML5 / CSS3; 

 Bootstrap framework version 3.3.6; 

 Shiny version 1.0.2 framework; 

 R-language development environment RStudio IDE version 1.0.136; 

 Windows 10 Pro operating system. 

It is recommended to use the created system to collect information about the prefer-

ences of different people in the selection of films and provide relevant daily recom-

mendations. The program is able to provide relevant recommendations for choosing 

movies according to the needs and preferences of the user. The created system solves 

the tasks related to prediction for movie recommendations, the choice of movies that 

will be relevant to each individual user based on his preferences. In the software sys-

tem for solving problems, the following methods are used: 

 User-based Collaborative Filtering; 

 Item-based Collaborative Filtering; 

 Intellectual data analysis; 

 Machine learning; 

 Cosine coefficient; 

 Pearson correlation coefficient; 

 Jacquard coefficient. 

The program offers relevant movie recommendations based on the selection of three 

feature-rich movie genres and three movie-related genres that he prefers. 

Using this system, the user will greatly speed up his movie searches, which he 

would like to see. The system is hosted on cloud servers and operates around the clock. 

The Shiny service admin panel records the permanent logs of a web application that 

you can view at any time. If a web application uses too much traffic that can cause its 

slow work, then the service notifies the developer or administrator using email. The 

program can only be used to get movie recommendations. 

To provide the stable work of web application, we recommend using a high quality 

and fast Internet connection, such as Wi-Fi or 3G, and a device with a sufficient 

amount of RAM. The application can be used from any device with a browser and 

access to the Internet. Peripherals are not required for work with the system. In order 

to expand the application on the Shiny Web servers, you need to have a locally in-

stalled language development environment R version 3.2 or higher, such as RStudio 

IDE. To install and use RStudio IDE version 1.0.136, any computer running 

Linux/Unix, Windows, or Mac OS X with at least 1 gigabytes of RAM and a 2 GHz 

processor can be used. You also need to have CRAN installed - an archive of network 

packets for the programming language R and an reconnect r package for connecting to 

Shiny servers and deploying them to the project. 



6 Conclusion 

During the performing of scientific work, an analysis of the subject area of the crea-

tion of movie recommender systems was implemented; approaches to the formation 

of relevant recommendations were analyzed. Comparison of existing recommender 

systems and methods of forming recommendations in such systems is executed. The 

methods of content filtering, collaborative filtration and hybrid methods are consid-

ered. The analysis of collaborative filtration algorithms is executed. The choice of 

collaborative filtering for the formulation of film recommendations for system users is 

substantiated. The expediency of developing an information system for the relevance 

of films to the needs of the user is substantiated. The choice of the programming R-

language for implementation of the system is substantiated, the advantages and disad-

vantages of this language are described; the possibilities of its application, its main 

features are specified. The choice of the environment of RStudio IDE for the writing 

and debugging of the application code is substantiated. The technical specifications of 

the shinyapps.io server that was chosen to deploy the web application infrastructure 

are given. A practical implementation of the information recommender system for the 

selection of relevant films according to the needs of user based on the developed algo-

rithm is executed. The work of the information system of the relevance of films to the 

needs of the user is analyzed. An algorithm of forming system recommendations based 

on collaborative filtration has been improved. 

As a result of practical part of the work, the system was developed as a web-based 

application "VikToFilm" as a recommender system of films based on the UBCF (Us-

er-based Collaborative Filtering) algorithm. The description of the software, general 

information, functional purpose, description of the logical structure, used hardware, 

call and loading, input and output data of the system are given. An analysis of a con-

trol example of the program is given. The user's manual is described. 

Economic analysis of the software product is executed. Strategies for developing a 

new product and its modification are selected. The strategy of developing a new 

product is characterized by the creation of completely new software, which allows 

you to solve the just created needs of people, society, economy, etc. The product de-

velopment strategy is chosen because there are foreign analogues, but Ukrainian-

language analogues have not been created yet. It is recommended that the system be 

used to collect information about the preferences of different people in the selection 

of films and provide appropriate relevant recommendations. In further studies in this 

area, it is expedient to improve the way to store movie data and replace the movie-

ranking algorithm based on reviews, by based on a hybrid algorithm that takes into 

attention the qualitative and quantitative characteristics of reviews. 
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